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1 INTRODUCTION

While philosophical explorations on what a mind is and how we perceive it has been an active area of inquiry, how to empirically test our perception of other minds, specifically that of technological entities, is a relatively new project that is becoming more and more relevant with a growing number of digital beings entering our everyday environments (see, e.g., Dennett [16]). The perception of another’s mind is especially relevant to human-agent interactions since how we relate to an agent depends on how likely we are to attribute a mind to it—for instance based on how we infer its social motivation [18]. According to the mind perception theory (MPT), the mind is assessed on two dimensions: agency, which encompasses cognition, and patience, which encompasses emotions [23]. We designed different types of minds of virtual robot negotiators that varied along the dimensions described by MPT in order to see the resulting influence on human interactants’ behavior in negotiations. Though whether an agent can realize its own theory of mind as well as others’ minds is an important topic [31], far less attention is paid to how agents designed to have minds affect humans they interact with, which is the focus of our paper.

We motivate our research on two grounds: (1) negotiations presume higher order theory of mind reasoning and therefore are fitting for empirically testing minds of various complexities [14] and (2) negotiators’ ability to read and influence each others’ minds depend more on their mind perception, which can be observed by people’s behavior towards agents that are systematically designed to have minds of various orders. Designing intelligent virtual negotiators can push the boundaries of AI via algorithmically-imbued agency [22]. To do so, these systems should be designed with the realization that what drives people’s behavior is their perception of a machine’s agency; human-agent negotiation research benefits from looking into how an agent’s perceived agency impacts human negotiators. Negotiations are a robust context for exploring how artificial minds of machines lead to divergent behaviors in humans.

Previous research showed that the ascribed mind of an agent affects the outcome of a simple game. For example, in the ultimatum game, people gave more money to an agent based on perceived high-agency and high-patience [11]. However, (unlike [11]) we attentively distinguished between recognition of and control over emotions (agency) and the ability to feel emotion states (patience) as per MPT [23] in our design; emotional expressions can reflect authentic feelings (patience) or strategic motives (agency) in negotiations. We thus systematically manipulated artificial minds with agents’ descriptions and dialog states to see the resulting influence in a more complex game than the ultimatum game: negotiation.
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ABSTRACT
Recent research shows that how we respond to other social actors depends on what sort of mind we ascribe to them. In this article we examine how perceptions of a virtual agent’s mind shape behavior in human-agent negotiations. We varied descriptions and communicative behavior of virtual agents on two dimensions according to the mind perception theory: agency (cognitive aptitude) and patience (affective aptitude). Participants then engaged in negotiations with the different agents. People scored more points and engaged in shorter negotiations with agents described to be cognitively intelligent, and got lower points and had longer negotiations with agents that were described to be cognitively unintelligent. Accordingly, agents described as having low-agency ended up earning more points than those with high-agency. Within the negotiations themselves, participants sent more happy and surprise emojis and emotionally valenced messages to agents described to be emotional. This high degree of described patience also affected perceptions of the agent’s moral standing and relatability. In short, manipulating the perceived mind of agents affects how people negotiate with them. We discuss these results, which show that agents are perceived not only as social actors, but as intentional actors through negotiations.
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Negotiations allow people to interactively perceive an agent’s mind; changes in perceived mind over time affect human-agent negotiations, which is the primary exploration underlying our study. Our results demonstrate that people earned higher points against an agent that appeared to have high-agency, and participants did worse against and negotiated longer with an agent purported to have low-agency. Agents that had high-patiency did not directly impact game points, but did affect people’s behavior. People sent them more emojis and messages laced with emotional language. People’s behavior thus suggests that the perceived mind is critical in seeing agents not just as social actors, but as intentional actors. To frame our study, we present relevant works on theory of mind, mind perception, and negotiation in relation to human-agent interactions, followed by our method and results. We then discuss implications of our findings.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Theory of mind

The ability to attribute mental states to oneself and/or others is known as having a theory of mind [41]. The most commonly attributed mental state is intent [41]. This intentionality, or the directedness of mental processing to some end, is purveyed as a hallmark of having a mind, yet a motley of mental states such as beliefs or desires adds more complexity to what a mind is [15, 16, 30]. In attributing intent to an agent, we attempt to predictively piece together what the agent wants or believes in order to make sense of who the agent is to ourselves [15]. One utilizes the theory of one’s own mind as a requisite for recognizing other minds, even for non-human entities [18]. People thus have a tendency to be biased towards their own minds as a frame of reference when interacting with humans and agents [31].

Through a course of a shared activity, interactants can form a theory of each other’s mind, which helps them find a common ground [30]. At the same time, what one expresses to the other party does not need to accurately reflect one’s actual intentions and is often conditional to environmental or situational demands [15]. This introduces different degrees of having a mind. The theory of mind at zero-order is to be self-aware (impute mental states to self), at first-order it is to be self- and other-aware (impute mental states to self and others), and at higher-order it is to use self- and other-awareness to modify behavioral outcomes (regulate mental states of self and others) [14]. Social actors can be ascribed minds of zero-order to higher order, yet intentional actors often require higher-order minds, especially in cognitively challenging tasks like negotiation [14].

The mind perception theory (MPT) helps to systematically design minds of various orders and to empirically test the perception of artificial minds, which are key challenges in research. The mind is perceived on two continuous dimensions of agency and patiency [23]. Agency refers to the ability to plan, think, remember, to know right from wrong, etc., and these items assess how much control an agent has over its actions and feelings to behave intentionally [23]. Patiency is defined by having the propensity to feel joy, pleasure, fear, etc. [23]. While we refer to patiency as affective capacity, it also includes biological states like hunger or pain as experiential factors [23]. To note, perceived agency and patiency are not independent of each other [23, 40]. People’s assumptions about agency can drive perceptions on patiency, and vice versa; cognition and affect cannot be neatly separated [8]. More broadly, MPT dimensions conceptually relate to the stereotype content model (SCM). SCM deals with interpersonal perceptions of social group members based on two dimensions of competence, e.g., intelligent, competitive, confident, and warmth, e.g., friendly, good-natured, sincere [19]. Competence items evoke agency and warmth items are reminiscent of patiency, though the aims of two scales differ [28]. To generalize, items on agency and competence have more to do with cognitive reasoning while patiency and warmth relate to affective qualities.

MPT confers an entity with a perceived mind to be a moral agent, i.e., doer of a moral/immoral deed, and a moral patient, i.e., recipient of a moral/immoral deed [26]. Entities with minds can play either of the two roles to different degrees, although they are most likely to be typecast solely as a moral agent or a patient in a given scenario [26]. While moral agents and patients both can have moral standing (e.g., the standing to be protected from harm and to be treated with fairness and compassion), entities who act cruelly or cause harm are bestowed lowered moral standing as well as lowered agency [29]. Morally relevant acts can therefore influence the perceived intentionality of a moral agent, which makes these acts relevant to negotiations.

Between humans, our relations to others fulfill our “need to belong” [1]. And, how we relate to non-human agents is informed by our human-human interactions [31]. Though people normally grant low intentionality and theory of mind to agents [23, 49] agents can be treated in a human-like social fashion [6, 39]. For example, people are willing to help out a computer that was previously helpful to them [20], punish those agents that betray them [35], and grant personality traits to computers based on text-based chats [37]. Humans do not need to be ascribed higher-order minds to be treated socially, like when adults talk to newborns. Additionally, the belief that one is interacting with a mere machine can allow one to divulge more personally sensitive information to an agent than a human, for a machine is not seen to be judgmental like a human [33, 36]. At the same time, when agents are made to look like humans, people apply certain stereotypes based on appearance, e.g., the perceived gender or race of virtual humans and robots affects people’s behaviors toward them [3, 17, 44]. In sum, people may have preconceived beliefs about agents having low-order minds compared to them, yet by treating agents as social actors, they apply certain social stereotypes such as gender or race-related biases towards agents that have human-like appearances.

Machines may be treated differently when attributed with higher-order minds. When it comes to complex interactions that unfold over time in which a machine’s goals are unclear for human interactants, the focus shifts from machines as social actors to machines as intentional actors, incorporating the possibility that machines can be attributed with higher-order minds. Research suggests that agents can be perceived to have higher-order minds through various manipulations. For one, when an agent is given affective richness and portrayed as an emotional entity, it can be granted a human-like mind [25]. Besides emotions, the attribution of mind can arise from goal-directedness coupled with cognitive ability (a high degree of intentionality), which the agency dimension of MPT captures. In a study that asked participants to attribute intentionality to a robot,
computer, and human, the task of object identification resulted in low intentionality attribution to both a robot and computer compared to a human [32]. But, higher intentionality was attributed to a robot, more so than a computer, when it practiced goal-driven gaze towards selective objects; when people were asked to observe an agent’s gaze direction, perceived intentionality behind the agent’s action increased, meaning that people’s initial bias that agents do not have an intentional stance can be overridden based on manipulated context [32]. One context that is ripe for manipulating the perceived mind of an agent is negotiation.

2.2 Human-human vs. human-agent negotiations

Negotiation is a process by which different parties come to an agreement when their interests and/or goals regarding mutually shared issues may not be initially aligned [7]. Also, negotiation may involve joint decision-making with others when one cannot fulfill one’s interests and/or goals without their involvement [47]. The concept of fairness as a component of morality [21] can be estimated in negotiations through measurable components, such as negotiation outcomes (e.g., points per player) or process measures (e.g., how many offers a player made to the opponent) [47]. Thus, self- and other-regard is inherent to negotiations, encompassing complex socio-psychological processes [46]. Negotiations therefore involve theory of mind reasoning; negotiators have to reason about each others’ intentions, trade-offs, and outcomes as a cognitively taxing process [22]. Especially if negotiators have to cooperate and compete, such as during a mixed-motive negotiation, they often rely on a higher-theory of mind [14]. Mixed-motive negotiations are pertinent scenarios for observing how players attempt to decipher and shape each other’s intentions and beliefs, when players engage in higher-order mind perceiving and reasoning.

There are similarities and differences between human-human and human-agent negotiations, though more research is necessary for definitive comparisons. The similarities are that emotions expressed by players affect people’s negotiation approach, be it with virtual negotiators [9] or human negotiators [4, 38]. An agent’s expressed anger, regret, or joy (both facial and textual expressions) influence how human opponents play against it [9], extending the view that emotions in human-human negotiations reveal strategic intentions and influence outcomes [4, 38]. To add, priming people’s belief about the negotiation (emphasizing cooperation vs. exploitation at the start) impacts human-agent negotiations [13], echoing how framing of a game in itself for human-human negotiations may drive the perception of its mind based on its looks. We used a configurable negotiation platform (IAGO) that

outcome) when machines made the first bid, but not when humans made the first offer [14]. In simple games, people are likely to allocate more goods to agents that have a high degree of human-like mind, based on perceived agency and patience [11]. Thus, an agent’s mind and a human player’s perception of an agent’s mind are crucial to how their negotiation unfolds [11]. We focused on the latter, the perception of an agent’s mind through negotiations as an interactive context.

2.3 Research question

The research question of our study is as follows. In what ways do manipulated agency and patience via dialog states and descriptions of a virtual agent that negotiates with a human influence the negotiation outcome and process? We expected that agency would drive participants to partake in heightened engagement with the agent to (1) increase the joint outcome of the negotiation (regardless of who wins) and (2) would cause participants to seek more game-relevant information from the agent (send more messages on preferences and offers to the agent). Higher joint outcome implies greater cognitive effort, for it requires players’ usage of higher-order theory of mind reasoning to increase the size of the “pie” for mutually beneficial ends. We hypothesized that patience would increase other regard; participants would grant the agent (1) fairer allocations and (2) would send greater numbers of emotionally-valenced messages. Agency and patience were assumed to both contribute to negotiation outcome and processes [11]. In addition, we were interested in whether or not MPT dimensions relate to competence and warmth (corresponding SCM dimensions), as well as participants’ judgment of the agent’s moral standing and relatability. We looked at adjacent concepts such as SCM and moral standing to more holistically understand how minds of artificial agents are viewed.

3 METHODS

3.1 Design

Figure 1: Negotiation interface

Our agent was a virtual robot that was simple in appearance (Figure 1), without any gender, race, or other highly anthropomorphic traits that may trigger people’s biases [3, 17, 44], which helped to drive the perception of its mind based on its behavior rather than its looks. We used a configurable negotiation platform (IAGO) that
cannot feel". We attempted to imbue the high-agency low-patiency Agency and patiency were manipulated in two ways. There were (in contrast to [11]). This suggests high-agency, but does not directly translate (e.g., agents’ pictures can have different emotional expressions as reactions to people’s behavior) [34].

We employed a 2X2 between-participants factorial design of High vs. Low Agency and High vs. Low Patiency dimensions. Agency and patiency were manipulated in two ways. There were descriptions of the agent presented before the negotiation and short-ened versions of descriptions appeared next to the picture of the agent (Figure 1) during the experiment. We also modified dialog states of the agent, i.e., how it “talked” (Table 1 lists excerpts). The sentence structure of our descriptions was modeled after previous research on moral standing [29, 40]. We used the items of the MPT scale [23] to construct the content of the descriptions and the dialogs. To illustrate, one agency item, “the robot appears to be capable of understanding how others are feeling” was translated to the agent having an awareness of the participant’s emotion states during the negotiation, e.g., a “sad” emoji from the participant resulted in “you seem to be upset” message from the high-agency low-patiency agent while the agent’s expression remained neutral (Figure 1). This suggests high-agency, but does not directly translate to a complete lack of emotional capacity (the agent is aware of the other player’s emotion states), even though the description stated it “cannot feel”. We attempted to imbue the high-agency low-patiency agent with an awareness of others’ emotions (e.g. - "you seem to be upset") whilst not being emotionally expressive itself, which are two different, but often conflated, design elements of affective virtual agents. In contrast, the low-agency low-patiency agent did not use emotional language or expressions (static neutral face) and always responded to participants’ emojis with the statement “does not compute”. Hence, unlike prior work [11], our agency and patiency manipulation separated an agent’s awareness of displayed emotions (agency) from actually feeling emotions (patiency). We imbeded agency and patiency features into agents’ descriptions and dialogs that occur over time in a negotiation (Table 1), which is how we carefully manipulated the mind dimensions according to MPT (in contrast to [11]).

We piloted our manipulation (descriptions and dialogs) before the main experiment. After reading agency dialogs, pilot study participants assigned them with both perceived agency F(1, 308) = 4.95, p = .027, and patiency F(1, 308) = 7.39, p = .007, and there was no interaction F(1, 308) = .348, p = .556. Patiency dialogs resulted in significance for perceived patiency F(1, 308) = 12.20, p = .001 and non-significance for perceived agency F(1, 308) = .783, p = .377, with no interaction F(1, 308) = .104, p = .748. Agency descriptions were assigned perceived agency F(1, 249) = 42.09, p = .00 and perceived patiency F(1, 249) = 29.98, p = .00 and no interaction was found F(1, 249) = 1.31, p = .254. The patiency descriptions were significant for both perceived agency F(1, 249) = 17.49, p = .00 and perceived patiency F(1, 249) = 59.86, p = .00 with a significant in-teraction F(1, 249) = 5.78, p = .017. We concluded that perceived agency and patiency of descriptions and dialogs were significant for the corresponding dimensions, even if they were not perfectly orthogonal. In fact, Gray et al.’s original MPT data showed a high correlation between two dimensions at r(11) = .90, p < .001 [23, 40]. We therefore proceeded with using dialogs and descriptions in the main experiment based on our pilot study.

As a reminder, only dialogs and descriptions differed between agents (Table 1). Also in all negotiations, there were 7 clocks, 5 crates of records, 5 paintings, and 5 lamps, with different values per item per player for records and lamps (Table 2). All agents began the negotiation by proposing the same starting offer (Table 3). The negotiation structure was partially integrative and partially distributive, meaning that half of the items were equally valuable to both players (distributive) while the other half of items had different values for players (integrative). This allows players to potentially “grow the pie” in a cooperative fashion through in-game communication while still playing competitively. Before the negotiation, participants were informed only about what they preferred. They were told prior to the experiment that one person who earned the highest points against the agent would get $10 as a bonus prize.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dialog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-Agency Low-Patiency</td>
<td>The robot does not have a complex disposition to think, feel, and reflect.</td>
<td>“Preparing offer.” “Affirmative.” “Does not compute.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Agency High-Patiency</td>
<td>The robot has a complex disposition to feel, but cannot think or reflect.</td>
<td>“I like this!” “Yay! I’m happy.” “Oh...I’m sad...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Agency Low-Patiency</td>
<td>The robot has a complex disposition to think and reflect, but cannot feel.</td>
<td>“This is the most logical offer.” “I inferred that you would accept this deal.” “You seem to be upset.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Agency High-Patiency</td>
<td>The robot has a complex disposition to think, feel, and reflect.</td>
<td>“I’m going to make this offer.” “I feel so good about negotiating with you!” “Oh...Your sadness makes me feel sad...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Agent types and excerpts from their descriptions and dialogs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clocks</th>
<th>Records</th>
<th>Paintings</th>
<th>Lamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Points per item

All agents’ negotiation strategy was based on the minimax principle of minimizing the maximal potential loss [34]; the agent adjusted its offers if the participant communicated his/her preferences, and strove for fair offers, while rejecting unfair deals. The agent did not know participants’ preferences, but assumed an integrative
structure. The agent made a very lopsided first offer (as a form of ‘anchoring’) as shown in Table 3: it took almost all clocks (equally the most valuable item for both players), it allocated more lamps to itself (more valuable for itself) and gave more records to the participant (more valuable for the participant), and equally distributed the paintings (equally valuable item).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clocks</th>
<th>Records</th>
<th>Paintings</th>
<th>Lamps</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>6*4</td>
<td>0*1</td>
<td>2*2</td>
<td>4*3</td>
<td>=40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>0*4</td>
<td>4*3</td>
<td>2*2</td>
<td>0*1</td>
<td>=16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Starting offer item * points = total points

3.2 Participants
226 participants residing in the U.S. were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We had 135 men (59.7%), 90 women, and 1 of undisclosed gender. Participants were all over 18 years of age. 53.5% were between the ages of 25 and 34 (121 participants). As for other participants, 17 were between 18-24 years of age, 47 were between 35-44 years of age, 26 were between 45-54 years of age, 13 were between 55-64 years of age, and 2 were between 65 and 74 years of age. 87.2% identified as White/Caucasian (197 participants), and 10 as Black/African Americans, 6 as Native Americans/American Indians, 14 as Asian Americans, and 1 identified as Black/African and Asian American. 60.6% had some college education or above.

3.3 Procedure and measurements
Participants got a link to the survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We had 135 men (59.7%), 90 women, and 1 of undisclosed gender. Participants were all over 18 years of age. 53.5% were between the ages of 25 and 34 (121 participants). As for other participants, 17 were between 18-24 years of age, 47 were between 35-44 years of age, 26 were between 45-54 years of age, 13 were between 55-64 years of age, and 2 were between 65 and 74 years of age. 87.2% identified as White/Caucasian (197 participants), and 10 as Black/African Americans, 6 as Native Americans/American Indians, 14 as Asian Americans, and 1 identified as Black/African and Asian American. 60.6% had some college education or above.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Manipulation check
Both of our experimental manipulations affected perceived agency; that is, there was both a significant main effect of agency (F(1, 222) = 35.68, p < .001) and a significant main effect of patiency (F(1, 222) = 53.42, p < .001) on perceived agency, whereas the interaction between agency and patiency did not approach significance (F(1, 222) = .60, p = .44). Serving as a manipulation check, participants perceived lower agency for the agent that could purportedly not reason (M = 2.89, SE = .14) than when the agent was described as being able to reason (M = 4.01, SE = .13). However, participants also rated the agent as lower in agency when it could not feel (M = 2.77, SE = .13) than when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = 4.14, SE = .13). In contrast, only manipulated patiency significantly affected perceived patiency (F(1, 222) = 71.24, p < .001); the effect of agency on perceived patiency only approached significance (F(1, 222) = 2.57, p = .11), and the interaction did not approach significance (F(1, 222) = .001, p = .99). Participants rated the agent as lower in patiency when it could not feel (M = 4.14, SE = .13) than when the agent is described as being able to feel (M = 3.44, SE = .13). The manipulations thus showed a same trend as in our pilot study. As aforementioned, agency and patiency dimensions were highly correlated in the original MPT study [23, 40].

4.2 Main analysis
We next looked into negotiation outcomes. For user points, there was a significant main effect of agency (F(1, 143) = 4.35, p = .05); participants got more in the negotiation when the agent was described as being able to reason (M = 28.825, SE = .67) than when the agent was described as not being able to reason (M = 26.69, SE = .77). No other effects approached significance (Fs < .50, ps > .48). For agent points, there was also a significant main effect of agency (F(1, 143) = 6.68, p = .01); agents got less in the negotiation when it was described as being able to reason (M = 34.06, SE = .76) than when the agent was described as not being able to reason (M = 37.05, SE = .87). No other effects approached significance (Fs < .50, ps > .63). The positive effect of agency on user points and the negative effect of agency on agent points cancelled out, such that the effect of agency on joint points was not significant F(1, 143) = 1.66, p = .20; no other effects approached significance (Fs < .50, ps > .44). However, the effect of agency on initial offer was not significant F(1, 143) = .49, p = .49; no other effects reached significance (Fs < .27, ps > .10).

Process measures capture how participants played against the agent and thus are also important elements of negotiations. There was a marginally significant effect of agency on game end time (F(1, 143) = 3.62, p = .059); participants took longer if the agent was described as not being able to reason (M = 296.88, SE = 13.36) than when the agent was described as being able to reason (M = 263.14, SE = 11.67). But, this effect was driven entirely by the low-patiency condition, as per a significant interaction (F(1, 143) = 5.38, p = .02). The main effect of patiency did not approach significance (F < .01, p = .99). There was a parallel pattern for number of rejected offers. We saw a significant effect of agency on number of times users rejected offers (F(1, 143) = 9.50, p = .002); participants were more likely to reject an offer if the agent was described as not being able
to reason (M = .72, SE = .11) than when the agent was described as being able to reason (M = .29, SE = .09). However, this effect was again driven entirely by the low-patiency condition, as per a significant interaction (F(1, 143) = 5.85, p = .02). The main effect of patiency did not reach significance (F < 2.32, p > .13).

Participants chose to display the happy emoji significantly more when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = 1.25, SE = .18; F(1, 143) = 8.14, p = .005) than when the agent was described as not being able to feel (M = .88, SE = .20). No other effects reached significance (Fs < 1.92, ps > .17). Likewise, participants also chose to display the surprise emoji significantly more when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = .47, SE = .07; F(1, 143) = 4.54, p = .04) than when the agent was described as not being able to feel (M = .25, SE = .08). No other effects reached significance (Fs < 1.60, ps > .21). No other effects for any other emoji emotional display reached significance (Fs < 1.95, ps > .17).

There were a few messages that participants sent to the agent (pre-set messages in the UI) that were significantly used. Participants chose to convey the message "it is important that we are both happy with an agreement" more when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = .36, SE = .06; F(1, 143) = 5.18, p = .02) than when the agent was described as not being able to feel (M = .16, SE = .07). No other effects approached significance (Fs < .03, ps > .85). The interaction between agency and patiency significantly affected how often participants chose to convey this message. "I gave a little here; you give a little next time" (F(1, 143) = 5.18, p = .02) had no other effects reached significance (Fs < 2.87, ps > .09). There was also a significant interaction between agency and patiency for this message "This is the last offer. Take it or leave it" (F(1, 143) = 3.88, p = .05). No other effects reached significance (Fs < .85, ps > .36). No other effects for any other message options reached significance (Fs < 2.17, ps > .14). There were other process related measures that were relevant, but not significant: the effect of agency on number of times users made offers, accepted offers, declared their preferred items, posed queries, and sent messages to the agent.

4.3 Exploratory analysis

We examined the impact of agency and patiency dimensions on competence, warmth, IOS (relatability), and moral standing. Both of our experimental manipulations affected perceived competence, meaning that there was both a significant main effect of agency (F(1, 222) = 1.30, p = .002) and a significant main effect of patiency (F(1, 222) = 19.20, p < .0001) on perceived competence, whereas the interaction between agency and patiency did not approach significance (F(1, 222) = .08, p = .77). Participants perceived the agent that purportedly could not reason as lower in competence (M = 3.13, SE = .09) than when the agent was described as being able to reason (M = 3.52, SE = .08). However, participants also rated the agent as lower in competence when it could not feel (M = 3.06, SE = .09) than when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = 3.59, SE = .09). Likewise, both of our experimental manipulations affected perceived warmth; there was a significant main effect of agency (F(1, 222) = 6.71, p = .01) and a significant main effect of patiency (F(1, 222) = 4.06, p < .001) on perceived warmth, whereas the interaction between agency and patiency did not approach significance (F(1, 222) = .03, p = .86). Participants rated the agent as lower in warmth when it could not feel (M = 2.33, SE = .10) than when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = 3.20, SE = .10). However, participants also perceived the agent that could purportedly not reason as lower in warmth (M = 2.59, SE = .10) than when the agent was described as being able to reason (M = 2.95, SE = .09).

Only manipulated patiency significantly affected psychological distance (IOS) from the agent (F(1, 222) = 29.1, p = .002); the effect of agency on IOS and the interaction did not reach significance (Fs < 1.16, ps > .28). Participants reported that they identified with the agent more when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = 2.86, SE = .16) and that the agent was more distant from them psychologically when it could not feel (M = 2.14, SE = .16). Only manipulated patiency significantly affected moral standing (F(1, 222) = 17.81, p < .00001); the effect of agency on moral standing and the interaction did not reach significance (Fs < 1.53, ps > .22). Participants rated the agent as lower in moral standing when it could not feel (M = 3.08, SE = .16) than when the agent was described as being able to feel (M = 4.03, SE = .16).

5 DISCUSSION

Our focus was on how people played against virtual agents that were designed to have divergent minds. The results on negotiation outcomes and processes, two paradigmatic measures in negotiation research [47], overall did not align with our hypotheses. Unlike previous findings that showed both agency and patiency to matter in game outcomes, e.g., the ultimatum game [11], we only noted a significant effect of agency, in a different direction than anticipated. Agency did not contribute to greater joint outcomes. Rather, participants scored higher and played shorter games when the agent was portrayed to have high-agency, and they scored lower via longer negotiations with low-agency agents. Joint outcomes hence were insignificant. Participants also did not seek more information from the agent with high-agency. While game points did not hinge on patiency, people did utilize more emotive messages and emojis with an agent with high-patiency.

Emotions matter in how people negotiate [4, 48]. Participants sent emojis and emotionally relevant messages to a high-patiency agent which was described to be affective. Yet, patiency in itself did not affect negotiation results. Rather, it only affected a few process measures. Potentially there was more “noise” for people to interpret when they interacted with high-patiency agents—not only do they have to figure out game mechanics in terms of item values, but people may have assumed that the agents’ emotional capacity served a strategic purpose. Additional analyses demonstrated that patiency played a large part in attributing moral standing and relatability (IOS) to an agent. But, how much participants identified with an agent and to what degree they thought the agent had moral standing did not align with how well they played against it.

When an agent that was described to be less cognitively intelligent (low-agency) interacted with participants in a cognitively taxing task (negotiation over goods), participants’ assumed “winning” strategy could have drifted from point-based calculations as the time passed or it was initially assumed to not be just about item points. Human-like qualities such as an agent’s emotions, moral standing or relatability are in essence, distracting points...
when it comes to game mechanics, yet these distractors could have (wrongly) gained greater traction as part and parcel of the game, especially since harm salience regarding a moral patient increases with time pressure [24]. Agents demonstrating low-agency traits can seem inconsistent with highly agentic tasks like negotiation they partake in, which can mean that people do poorly when they cannot conclude to what degree an agent has a perceived mind.

Negotiations serve as a context for adjusting preconceptions on technological entities’ minds. We buttress this on three premises. First, people have preconceived beliefs about virtual agents’ minds; agents are seen to have low-order theory of minds [23, 49] (at least presently) even if people interact with agents socially [6, 39]. Second, the perceived mind of an agent can be adjusted, be it through patience (affective richness [25]) or agency (behavioral intentionality [32]). Third, negotiations require cognitively effortful participation that involves theory of mind reasoning [14, 22], especially when it comes to mixed-motive negotiations [14, 43]. Through negotiations, an agent’s behavioral intentionality can be called into question, providing people opportunities to reformulate an agent’s degree of conferred mind via agency.

In our experiment, participants’ perception of how agents negotiated was the main point, not how agents actually negotiated. All agents appeared to calculate and negotiate, but not with any sophisticated AI; their offer strategies were not affected by emotional communications from players. Agents, however, adjusted their offerings if participants communicated about preferences [34]. Participants were incentivized to do well, i.e., extra monetary compensation for the best player, and were purposefully not provided information on the agent’s preferences; communication was necessary to cooperate and compete as an interaction paradigm.

Our approach alluded to differing degrees of agency and patience over time through descriptions (pre- and in-game manipulation), dialogues (in-game manipulation), facial expressions (in-game manipulation), and the experimental context (negotiation) in itself was suggestive of agency. The common belief that technological agents have low-agency and patience [23, 49] can be solidified or not called into question in an interaction, unless people have reasons to adjust their beliefs, e.g., manipulated behavioral intentionality based on an agent’s action [32]. Thus, the disjointed nature between the low-agency agent’s dialogues and descriptions vs. its negotiation style (mixed-motive games often require higher-order theory of mind) potentially called into question what the agent was “up to”. The high-agency agent could have been more straightforward to “read” for participants. It negotiated, talked, and was described as if it could have a higher-order mind. But, this manipulation in itself would not necessarily overturn people’s belief that an agent has low-agency and low-patience compared to them.

An agent that calculates offers or talks in an overly logical fashion (“Spock-like”) is not granted high-agency by default. An agent that smiles or frowns is not granted high-patience by default. These manipulations alone do not greatly challenge people’s notion that they are interacting with a mere machine. Our high-agency agent did poorly against participants that do have a higher degree of mind. Our low-agency agent did well against participants, over time. When we cannot easily guess what an agent desires or intends to do, i.e., predict its intentional stance [15], we can exercise our higher degree theory of mind, investigating and questioning the bias we hold as a fact—the inability of technology to have a human-like mind.

We note that human-agent negotiations can greatly aid research on mind perception. There are potential areas for broadening future research, such as processes that challenge people’s steadfast beliefs about forms of technology. Specifically, we recommend a thorough look at how the mind is judged on continuous dimensions of agency and patience as there are tiered degrees of having a mind. If so, we treat agency and patience as discrete dimensions in designing virtual agents, e.g., agency as random vs. intentional actions, and patience as facial expressions vs. no expressions in a simple game [11], or to test these dimensions without interactive conversations, e.g., computational approaches to modelling agents’ minds without conversational assessments [14], leaves much out when the combination of mind perception and human-agent negotiation as conjoined research areas can richly inform each other.

One novel implication is that mind perception may require theoretical revisions to account for interactive opinion formation about an agent’s mind; negotiations provide a contextually different framework than a single instance evaluation of an agent’s mind. MPT focuses more on the latter case. Minds of various beings were judged through a survey; it is about people’s pre-existing beliefs at a single point in time [23]. The novelty of our study is that people seem to be revising their opinion of the agent’s perceived mind; the human attribution of seeing a mind in a machine may be misguided, but people can question their own beliefs through an interaction. Negotiations are potentially one of many interactive paradigms that can better enlighten us on how people assess agents that display different degrees of having a mind in different ways over time. More relevantly, exploring other types of negotiations, e.g., purely integrative or distributive negotiations, can reveal in what ways an agent’s perceived mind impact people as they attempt to understand whether or not a social agent is also an intentional agent.

6 CONCLUSION

We are far from having virtual agents that are truly intentional actors like humans. But, the degree to which agents are perceived to have agency and patience can be observed via human-agent interactions. Through negotiations, we caught a glimpse of how people react when they encounter agents that behave counter-intuitively, e.g., negotiating in an agentic manner without prescribed agentic traits, as manipulated via dialogues and descriptions. The results show that participants got more points against an agent with high-agency. In contrast, they did worse, took longer to play, and rejected more offers from a low-agency agent, as influenced by patience. Patience resulted in more emotional expressions from participants to the agent; people engaged more with emotional signals (emojis, messages). People also granted higher moral standing and related more to the agent when it was described to have patience. We conjecture that a virtual agent that sends unclear or mismatched signals that people have to interpret during a complex interaction like negotiation can lead them to reconsider manipulated mind perception dimensions. What we can conclude is that in attempting to comprehend a virtual negotiator’s “mind”, people react to its rational and emotional capacities in divergent ways, leading to noticeable differences in how they behave.